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Designing soft pyroelectric and electrocaloric
materials using electrets
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A temperature variation can electrically polarize a pyroelectric material. In its converse manifestation, the
electrocaloric eﬀect entails a change in temperature due to the application of an electric field. These
phenomena have wide applications ranging from infrared detection sensors and solid-state refrigeration to
energy harvesting. However, the pyroelectric–electrocaloric effect is typically observed in certain classes
of hard, brittle crystalline materials that must satisfy a stringent set of lattice symmetry conditions. Some
limited experiments have however demonstrated that embedding immobile charges and dipoles in soft
foams (thus creating an electret state) may lead to a pyroelectric-like response as well as large
deformations desired from soft matter. In this work, we develop a systematic theory for coupled electrical,
thermal and mechanical responses of soft electrets. Using simple illustrative examples, we derive closedform explicit expressions for the pyroelectric and electrocaloric coefficients of electrets. While pyroelectricity in electrets has been noted before, our derived expressions provide a clear quantitative basis to
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interpret (and eventually design) this effect as well as insights into how the geometrically nonlinear
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pyroelectric and electrocaloric response. In particular, the electrocaloric effect is predicted for the first

deformation and Maxwell stress give rise to its emergence. We present conditions to obtain a larger
time in such materials and we show that a proper design and a reasonable choice of materials can lead to
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a temperature reduction of as much as 1.5 K under the application of electrical fields of 10 MV cm1.

1 Introduction
A class of hard, brittle ferroelectric ceramics possess the remarkable ability to convert temperature variations into electricity.†
Examples of such pyroelectric materials include barium titanate,
barium strontium titanate and lead zirconate titanate, among
others. Thermodynamics dictates that pyroelectric materials also
display the converse (so-called) electrocaloric eﬀect whereby upon
application of an electric field, a change in temperature in the
material is observed. Thermal imaging, infrared detection sensors,
energy harvesting, thermal actuators, and solid-state refrigeration
a
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† We remark that the so-called thermoelectrics can also convert thermal energy into
electricity however those are fundamentally diﬀerent from pyroelectric materials.
Thermoelectrics require a spatially varying temperature field, i.e. temperature
gradients, while in a pyroelectric material, a uniform change in temperature is
suﬃcient to yield an electrical response. There are other diﬀerences as well,
however, a detailed discussion of thermoelectrics would be a digression for the
purposes of this paper.
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are some of the possible applications of pyroelectric–electrocaloric
materials.1–8
A soft material with an ability to sustain large mechanical
deformations and convert a temperature change into electricity
makes for an intriguing combination. The motivation to
develop soft multifunctional materials hardly needs to be
emphasized—numerous contexts such as soft robotics and
stretchable electronics among others require the development
of such materials.9–15 The hard ferroelectric ceramics that
exhibit pyroelectricity, in addition to being expensive, are unsuitable
for applications that necessitate large-deformations. Some polymers
such as polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) are also pyroelectric but
the effect is quite weak in comparison to the hard ceramics
(for the best case, one order of magnitude less16,17) and at a
typical elastic modulus of a few GPa, materials like PVDF are
not quite considered as soft.
The concept of electret materials may oﬀer a possible
recourse to create soft materials with an appreciable pyroelectric
and electrocaloric response.18 Electret materials are simply
dielectrics with embedded immobile or trapped charges and
dipoles19–22 (Fig. 1).‡ While the basic notion of electrets can be
‡ The electret state is necessarily metastable. However, for many typical polymer
foams which have been used to create electrets, the charges and dipoles can be
stabilized at room temperature for years to decades.
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Fig. 1 A schematic of a layered electret material consisting of two
diﬀerent films and an electric charge at the interface.

tracked to the early part of the last century, these materials
acquired engineering prominence through the work of groups
led by Sessler, Gerhard-Multhaupt, Gross and Bauer23–28 who
fabricated soft polymer foams containing large dipoles inserted
on the void surfaces by the process of corona charging.§
An often cited study29 showed that a polypropylene electret foam
exhibits an apparent piezoelectric coefficient of 1200 pC N1
which is nearly six times larger than the arguably most often
used ferroelectric piezoelectric ceramic: lead zirconium titanate.
While simple (and insightful) models have been proposed
that explain piezoelectricity in such electret materials, recent
theoretical modeling has clearly shown that the emergence of the
piezoelectric-like response in such (otherwise non-piezoelectric)
materials is due to the interaction of Maxwell stress (or electrostriction), deformation nonlinearity and the presence of the
charges or dipoles.30,31
In the present work, we explore the possibility of using
electrets to design a high pyroelectric and electrocaloric response
(Fig. 2). Past works have noted the emergence of a strong piezoelectric response but only a weak pyroelectric behavior has been
observed.18 In fact, the work by Neugschwandtner et al.18 showed
the pyroelectric coeﬃcient of an electret foam to be several orders
of magnitude less than pyroelectric ceramics and/or crystals. We
remark that, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no
experimental or theoretical work that has measured or estimated
the electrocaloric response of electrets. To better understand the
origin of apparent pyroelectricity and electrocaloric behavior in
electrets and to design such materials, there is a need for a
theoretical framework which we proceed to establish in this
paper. Using the developed theoretical framework, and simple
illustrative examples, we derive analytical expressions that yield
insights into obtaining a higher pyroelectric and electrocaloric
response from soft electret materials.
In Section 2, we present the theoretical framework to couple
large (nonlinear) mechanical deformation, pre-existing charges
and dipoles, thermal transport and electrical behavior. Other
studies exist that have presented coupled thermo-electro-elastic
theories e.g. ref. 32–38. Rather than modifying the existing
approaches to address electrets, we prefer an approach that uses
polarization as an independent state-variable and a treatment
§ A discussion on the various approaches to make electrets is beyond the scope of
the present work. The reader is referred to the following resources and references
therein for further information.
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Fig. 2 A schematic showing the use of electrets to create apparent
pyroelectric and/or electrocaloric behavior from otherwise non-pyroelectric
soft materials by embedding charges in layered thin films. In principle,
alternative configurations such as polymer foams may be also possible.

inspired by Xiao and Bhattacharya’s work39 on treating the nonequilibrium mechanics of semiconductor ferroelectrics.¶
In Sections 2.5 and 2.8 we solve the derived equations for a
simple two-layer and porous foam electret material design to
illustrate the emergent pyroelectric and electrocaloric behavior
respectively.

2 Theoretical formulation
The great success of continuum mechanics lies in a clear
separation of equations of diﬀerent origins, namely, the universal physical laws, e.g. the conservation laws, the Maxwell
equations and thermodynamic laws, and the material specific
kinematics and constitutive relations. Following this paradigm,
in this section we present a continuum framework that will
allow us to address the couplings between elasticity, thermal
transport, electrostatics, and pre-existing charges. We have
tried to keep our formulation as general as possible so that it
is applicable beyond the simple illustrative examples studied
in the present work.
2.1

Kinematics

We first need to specify the thermodynamic system including
the state variables and the boundary and loading conditions.
This is always necessary to apply the thermodynamic laws
without ambiguity. To model materials with couplings between
elasticity, electrostatics and thermal transport, we consider a
deformable body OR C R3, as shown in Fig. 3. The position of a
¶ A recent exposition which compares various flavors of electro-elastic theories
can be found in the two papers by Liu.40,41
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where the first term prescribes the equilibrium response of the
material, and the second term arises from the field energy
associated with the electric field which will be specified momentarily.
Noticing that the second term is independent of temperature T,
we identify
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SðF; P; TÞ :¼ 

@
CðF; P; TÞ
@T

(3)

as the local entropy density (per unit volume in the reference
configuration). From thermodynamics we identify the internal
energy density in the absence of electric field as
Fig. 3 Thermo-electro-mechanical system: OR and Ot are the reference
and spatial configurations of the system, and qOR and qOt are the corresponding boundaries. X and x represent the position of the material in
Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates and n is the unit outward vector. te
and he are the traction and heat flux applied to the system. T0 is the initial
temperature of the system and Tb corresponds to the temperature
boundary condition. re is the heat source, xb is the electrical potential,
and u is the displacement vector.

material point in the reference (OR) and spatial (Ot) configurations is specified by Lagrangian coordinates X A OR
and Eulerian coordinates x A Ot, respectively. As usual, we
denote by
F = rx,

C = FTF,

J = detF

(1)

the deformation gradient, the right Cauchy–Green tensor, and
the Jacobian of the deformation gradient, respectively.
Notation and terminology. For clarity, we refer to ‘‘the system’’
as the material body OR and the associated external boundary and
loading conditions. It is the system (not the body) that can be
treated as thermodynamically closed and isolated. For brevity,
wherever possible, we employ direct notation. Vectors are denoted
by bold symbols such as e, u, etc. The tensor product between two
vectors a, b A R3 is defined as (a # b)ij = (a)i(b)j whereas the inner
(or dot) product is defined as ha,bi  ab := (a)i(b)i, and the inner
(or dot) product between matrices A and B of the same size is
defined as AB := Tr(ATB) = (A)ij(B)ij. Operators r and div are taken
with respect to the Lagrangian coordinates X whereas rx and divx
are taken with respect to the Eulerian coordinates x. From the
viewpoint of matrices, the ith row vector of the gradient of a vector
field, e.g., ru = qui/qXj = ui, j, whereas ‘‘div’’ operates on the row
vectors of a matrix field. Therefore, divru = Du = q2ui/qXj2 and
div[(ru)T] = r(divu) = q2uj/qXiqXj.
Our starting point is the claim that the thermodynamic state
of the body is described by the deformation x(,t): OR - Ot,
nominal polarization P(,t): OR - R3 (representing the dipole
density per unit volume in the reference configuration), and
temperature T(,t): OR - R, and the postulation (P1) that there
exists a free energy density C: R33  R3  R+ - R such that the
total free energy of the body is given by (including the contribution from the electric field but not the boundary devices)
A½x; P; T ¼

ð

Cðrx; P; TÞ þ E½x; P;
OR
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(2)

F(F,P,T) := C(F,P,T) + TS(F,P,T),
and the total internal energy of the body as
ð
U½x; P; T ¼
Fðrx; P; TÞ þ E½x; P:

(4)

(5)

OR

We remark that the functions C, S, and F in eqn (2)–(4) do not
explicitly depend on (X,t), implying that the body is homogeneous in space and time.
To apply the first and second laws of thermodynamics to the
system, we need to specify the mechanical, electrostatic, and
thermal interactions between the body and the external devices
including the precise boundary conditions on the state variables
(or their conjugates or related quantities) and external mechanical,
electrostatic and thermal loading conditions. Using the Maxwell
equations, we introduce the electric potential x: OR - R such
that rxx = FTrx is the spatial electric field, e, in the current
configuration.
While more general boundary conditions may be considered,
for ease of presentation and notation we focus only on the
Dirichlet-type boundary conditions:
8
xðX; tÞ ¼ X þ ub ðX; tÞ on @OR ;
>
>
>
<
on @OR ;
xðX; tÞ ¼ xb ðX; tÞ
(6)
>
>
>
:
on @OR ;
TðX; tÞ ¼ Tb ðX; tÞ
where ub(resp. xb, Tb): qOR - R3(resp. R, R) is the prescribed
boundary displacement (resp. electric potential, temperature).
In addition, we assume that there are a body force, charge and a
heat supply (per unit volume in the reference configuration):
8
applied body force: be ðX; tÞ
in OR ;
>
>
>
<
(7)
external charge density: re ðXÞ in OR ;
>
>
>
:
in OR :
rate of heat supply: re ðX; tÞ
Here the external charges are assumed to be immobile.8
Notably, by definition, in electret materials, charges are not
mobile on the time-scales of engineering interest. The charges
are considered to be attached to material points and hence
independent of t when viewed from the reference configuration. If not, we would have to treat charge density as a state
8 For an interesting exception to the case where charges are deemed immobile,
the reader may consult the work on so-called ‘‘active’’ charges.42
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variable and specify the constitutive law to determine how
charges move.
Now we define the electric field energy E in eqn (2). Let e0 be
the vacuum permitivity. The Maxwell equations imply that

We can now identify the rate of work done to the body
(by the external devices) as:
ð
ð
ð
Pext ¼
u_ b  te þ
x_  be þ
xb s_ e ;
(15)
@OR
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divx(e0rxx + P/J) = re/J in Ot,

(8)

in which d := e0rxx + P/J is the electric displacement in
current configuration. Eqn (8) in the reference configuration
can be rewritten as
divD = re, D := e0 JC1rx + F1P

in OR.

(9)

The above equation, together with the boundary condition e.g.
eqn (6)2, determines the local electric field, and henceforth the
energy contributed by the electric field:
ð
ð
e0
e0
jrx xj2 ¼
JjFT rxj2 :
(10)
E½x; P ¼
2
Ot
OR 2
It will be of interest to calculate the time derivative of electric
field energy E, which is rather tedious and the details are
recorded in Appendix A. We simply quote the final result here:
ð
ð
d
_
_ 
E¼
ðrx_  RMW þ rx  F1 PÞ
xb n  D:
(11)
dt
OR
@OR
Here and subsequently, d/dt denotes the material time deriva
tive and is sometimes written as ( ) for brevity. Also, the
:
physical interpretation of Dn is the electric current density
flowing out of the reference interface qOR, and RMW is the
Maxwell stress:
RMW ½rx; P ¼ ðFT rxÞ  ðe0 JC1 rx  F1 PÞ
e0
 JjFT rxj2 FT :
2

is the rate of heat into the subbody P. Across the interface qOR,
the conservation of energy and Gauss’s law of electrostatics
imply that
on qOR.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

OR

We denote the rate of energy dissipation per unit (reference)
volume by
q
(17)
in OR :
G :¼ T S_  re þ Tdiv
T
Integrating the above equation over OR, using eqn (14) and (16),
and the divergence theorem, we find that the heat supplied to
the body can be rewritten as

ð 
1
_
_
Q¼
(18)
G  T S þ q  rT :
T
OR
2.2

The first and second laws

The thermodynamic laws place strong restrictions on the constitutive laws of the material and the actual thermodynamic
process of the system. Neglecting the kinetic energy of the body,
:
:
using the first law of thermodynamics we have U = Pext + Q, and
hence, using eqn (4), (5) and (18),

ð 
_ þ ST_ þ G þ 1 q  rT þ E_ ¼ Pext :
(19)
C
T
OR

R½rx; P ¼

P

se = Dn

@OR

Let

where q+OR represents the exterior boundary values (in the
external devices).
To address the thermal conduction inside the body OR, we
invoke the concept of thermal flux q(,t): OR - R3 such that for
any part of the body P C OR,
ð
ð
 q  n þ re

he = qn,

@OR

and the rate of heat transferred into the body is given by:
ð
ð
he þ
re :
(16)
Q_ ¼

(12)

The devices used to maintain the boundary conditions, eqn (6),
are used to describe the interaction with the body. The interaction ‘‘forces’’, albeit unknown, are denoted as follows:
8
external surface traction: te ðX; tÞ on @þ OR ;
>
>
>
<
(13)
heat flux into the body: he ðX; tÞ on @þ OR ;
>
>
>
:
on @þ OR ;
surface charge density: se ðX; tÞ

@P

OR

(14)

@C
ðrx; P; TÞ þ RMW ½rx; P
@F

(20)

be the total Piola–Kirchhoff stress field in the body. Using
eqn (11) and (15) we rewrite eqn (19) as
L̂ = 0,

(21)

where
L^ :¼



@C
T
þ F rx  P_
@P
OR

 ð
1
þ G þ q  rT
te  u_ b :

T
@OR

ð



R  rx_  be  x_ þ

(22)

The quantity L̂ may be identified as the first variation of the
classic Lagrangian (or the potential energy since the kinetic
energy is neglected) of the system upon neglecting thermal
conduction and energy dissipation (q  0, G  0).
Next, the second law of thermodynamics implies the
Clausius–Duhem inequality (Gurtin, et al., p. 187):43
ð
ð
ð
d
qn
re
þ
;
(23)
S
dt P
T
T
@P
P
where P C OR is any material volume element in the reference
configuration. Applying the divergence theorem to the surface
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integral on the right of eqn (23), we obtain the local differential form:
q
(24)
 0 in OR :
G ¼ T S_  re þ Tdiv
T
The above inequality justifies the terminology for G as the
‘‘rate of energy dissipation’’ (per unit volume).
To achieve a local diﬀerential form associated with the
global energy balance, eqn (19), we make additional constitutive
postulations concerning the non-equilibrium processes (P2).
The rate of energy dissipation density G and heat flux q depend
: : :
locally on (rT,F,P,T) but not the rates (F,P,T):
G = G(rT,F,P,T), q = q(rT,F,P,T).

(25)

We remark that the two functions G and q depend on each
other. In Appendix B, for the sake of completeness, we have
considered a more general form of the rate-dependent dissipation function G to potentially allow for other dissipative eﬀects
such as viscosity.
Now, from eqn (25) we see that the quantity L̂ in eqn (22) is
uniquely defined at any instance e.g. t = t0 if the state variables
:
:
(x(X,t0),P(X,t0),T(X,t0)) and the rates of change (x(X,t0),P(X,t0))
are specified. Of course, L̂ depends on the external conditions
as well—te, be, re, xb. We may now apply the traditional
arguments on the lines of the Coleman–Noll procedure without
explicitly identifying the dissipative forces, and claim that at
any instance e.g. t = t0 and for the instantaneous state
(x(X,t0),P(X,t0),T(X,t0)), the first law eqn (19) holds for any
:
:
kinematically admissible rates of change (x(,t0),P(,t0),T(,t0)) A U
and any boundary and loading conditions. Here, the kinematically
admissible space for the rates of change is defined as: (the
integrability and differentiability conditions are omitted here
for brevity)
U :¼ fðv; p; yÞ: OR ! R3  R3  Rjv ¼ u_ b ; y ¼ T_ b on @OR g:
Immediately, using eqn (22) and the divergence theorem we
find that


ð 
@C
þ FT rx  P_
ðdivR þ be Þ  x_ þ
@P
OR
(26)

 ð
1
ðRn  te Þ  u_ b ¼ 0;
þ
þ G þ q  rT
T
@OR
and henceforth, the familiar local point-wise equations:
8
in OR ;
divR ¼ be
>
>
>
>
<
@C
(27)
þ FT rx ¼ 0 in OR ;
>
@P
>
>
>
:
on @OR ;
Sn ¼ te
and the integral equation:

ð 
1
GðrT; F; P; TÞ þ qðrT; F; P; TÞ  rT ¼ 0:
T
OR

(28)

By adjusting external conditions, the fields (rT,F,P,T) are
presumably arbitrary in OR, and hence an obvious constitutive
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assumption to guarantee eqn (28) is to set that for any
( g,F,P,T) A R3  R33  R3  R+,
1
Gðg; F; P; TÞ ¼  g  qðg; F; P; TÞ:
T

(29)

Using eqn (17), the above constitutive assumption implies that
T S_  re þ divq ¼ G þ

1
q  rT ¼ 0 in OR :
T

(30)

In conclusion, upon explicitly specifying the free energy function
C = C(F,P,T) and the energy dissipation function G = G( g,F,P,T),
from eqn (3), (9), (27) and (30) we have the following partial
differential system for (x,x,T):
8 

@
>
>
>
div
Cðrx;
P;
TÞ
þ
R
in OR ;
MW ¼ be
>
>
@F
>
>
<
(31)
in OR ;
div½e0 JC1 rx þ F1 P ¼ re
>
>
>
>
>
>
d @
>
: T
Cðrx; P; TÞ  re þ divq ¼ 0 in OR ;
dt @T
where P, by inverting eqn (27)2, is regarded as a function of
(x,x,T) and (rx,rx,rT). Supplemented with the boundary conditions, eqn (6), the differential system eqn (31) may be solved to
predict the equilibrium responses or the actual non-equilibrium
processes of the system. Moreover, taking into account eqn (14)
and eqn (27)3 we can consider general mixed boundary conditions, e.g., he, se, and te are specified on part of qOR whereas
ub, xb, and Tb are specified on the rest of qOR.
Finally, we remark that the above procedure to achieve the
relations between the free energy function and stress, i.e.,
eqn (20), and dissipation function and heat flux, i.e., eqn (28),
and the final diﬀerential equations, eqn (31), is not unique.
Alternative approaches exist and to some extent, the approach
is a matter of taste. From an axiomatic viewpoint we have
assumed fewer primitive concepts (entropy S and stress R are
now derived concepts), but a priori made a stronger assumption
that C, G, and q depend on (X, t) via the state variables (x, P, T)
(instead of just a function of (X, t) as in the typical Coleman–
Noll procedure). The functional dependence of C, G, and q on
the state variables has to be assumed anyway when it comes to
specifying the constitutive laws. Therefore, we believe that our
procedure is more convenient (at least to us) for formulating
continuum theories of materials in dissipative processes
where the precise concept of stress or dissipation mechanisms
are elusive.
2.3 Constitutive relations and associated boundary value
problems
In this section we make explicit constitutive choices by specifying the free energy function C = C(F,P,T) and the rate of energy
dissipation function G = G(g,F,P,T). We first consider restrictions
on these functions as implied by the frame indiﬀerence, material
symmetry, and judicial choice of reference configuration.
Let SO(3) be the group including all rigid rotations and
G C SO(3) be the subgroup associated with material symmetry.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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From the principle of frame indiﬀerence and material symmetry,
we have that for any R A SO(3),
C(RF,RP,T) = C(F,P,T),

G(g,RF,RP,T) = G(g,F,P,T),

(32)

G(Qg,FQ,P,T) = G(g,F,P,T).

(33)

and for any Q A G,

Published on 09 November 2018. Downloaded by University of Houston on 1/2/2019 4:41:01 PM.

C(FQ,P,T) = C(F,P,T),

where C0 is a constant and can be identified as the free
energy density at (F,P,T) = (I,0,T0), C is the heat capacity
(per unit volume) and a is the linear thermal expansion
coeﬃcient of the material.
Concerning the dissipative processes, for simplicity we assume
the dissipation function has the following quadratic form:
Gðg; F; P; TÞ ¼

By the second law, eqn (24), we require that for any (F,P,T) A
R33  R3  R+,
G(g,F,P,T) Z 0 8g A R3

and

G(0,F,P,T) = 0,

(34)

where the latter follows from the observation that the energy
dissipation inside the body should vanish if the body is
uniformly deformed and maintained at a constant polarization and temperature. Choosing the reference configuration
as the natural configuration (i.e., the equilibrium configuration with (P,T) = (0,T0) in the absence of external loadings:
(te,be,re,se,he,re)  0), we have
C(F,P,T0) Z C(I,0,T0)

8(F,P) A N(I,0),

(35)

where I is the identity matrix in R33 and N(I,0) represents a
neighborhood of (I,0) in R33  R3.
The constitutive models, so far, are general (though a
more general dissipation function is discussed in Appendix B),
and may be used to tackle broad non-equilibrium processes
involving large-deformation, thermal transport and electrostatics. In what follows, to simplify the generation of illustrative results, we assume that (i) the material is isotropic i.e.
G = SO(3), and (ii) the material is electrostatically an ideal
dielectric material with permittivity e independent of temperature and deformation, and since we are interested in soft
materials, most of which are nearly incompressible, we
assume that (iii) at constant temperature we have an incompressible neo-Hookean material. Notwithstanding the incompressibility assumption, thermoelasticity requires us to
account for the volume change caused by thermal expansion.
As outlined in Volokh,44 the assumption of thermoelastic
incompressibility may be incorporated in the following form
using a Lagrange multiplier:
J = f (T), f (T0) = 1

(36)

We find that the following free energy density satisfies the
assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii):
m
CðF; P; TÞ ¼ CðI; 0; TÞ þ ðI1  3Þ  PjJ  f ðTÞj
2
a 2
þ jPj ;
2J

(37)

where m is the shear modulus of the neo-Hookean material, ||
denotes the absolute value, a is related to the dielectric constant of the material, and I1 is the first invariant of the right
Cauchy–Green deformation tensor: I1 = tr(C). A simple form of
C(I,0,T) and f (T) may be chosen as
C(I,0,T) = C0  CT log T/T0,

f (T) = 1 + 3a(T  T0)

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

(38)

k 2
jgj ;
T

(39)

or equivalently, from eqn (29) and (34), the linear Fourier’s law:
q = krT.

(40)

For brevity, we denote by
u(X) = x(X)  X,

e = e0 + 1/a,

DT = T  T0

(41)

the displacement, the electric permittivity of the material and
the temperature change from the reference temperature T0.
2.4

Summary of governing equations

Recalling the identities:
F ¼ ru þ I;

@
J ¼ JFT ;
@F

and using the constitutive relations: eqn (37), (38) and (40), the
governing equations, eqn (31), for (u,x,T) can be obtained as:
8
e
>
>
div½mF  PJFT  JjFT rxj2 FT
>
>
2
>
>
>
>
<
þeJðFT rxÞ  ðC1 rxÞ ¼ be
>
>
>
divðeJC1 rxÞ ¼ re
>
>
>
>
>
: _
_ ¼ re þ divðkrTÞ
CT þ 3aT P

in OR ;

(42)

in OR ;
in OR :

We ignore stray electric fields that may, for instance, leak
out of the non-electroded sides of the film (since in what
follows, we have assumed that the thickness of the film is
comparably small), but a possible extension to account for that
is briefly described in Appendix C.
2.5

Emergent pyroelectricity

To illustrate the basic ideas, and obtain analytical solutions and
insights into emergent pyroelectricity in electrets, we consider a
heterogeneous system of two thin films with embedded charges at
the interface (Fig. 4). To investigate pyroelectricity, we assume that
the system is initially maintained at zero voltage diﬀerence (i.e.,
short circuit) with a fixed boundary temperature (i.e., Tb = T0) and
traction free. To capture the essential eﬀects that are of importance to the present application, it is reasonable to assume
piecewise uniform strain in each layer. From eqn (42), the initial
state (u0,x0,T0) is determined by
(

divðeC01 rx0 Þ ¼ re

in OR ;

x0 ¼ 0

on @OR ;

(43)
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directions will be
eqn (46), we have

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J=l. For a traction free system according to

Published on 09 November 2018. Downloaded by University of Houston on 1/2/2019 4:41:01 PM.

J eJ 2
sxx ¼ ml  P þ
e ¼ 0; in OR ;
l 2l
rﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J
syy ¼ szz ¼ m
 P Jl ¼ 0; in OR ;
l

Fig. 4 Temperature diﬀerence applied to the two-film layered electret
consisting of embedded charge q at the interface (Fig. 1), and induced
charges q1 and q2 at the upper and lower surfaces. Dashed lines show the
undeformed structure. L1 and L2 represent the reference thicknesses of
layers and l1 and l2 are the thicknesses for the deformed structure.

and

(47)

where sii denotes the magnitude of stress in the i direction and e
stands for the magnitude of the electric field in the current
coordinates which is along the X direction. Substituting P from
eqn (47)2 into sxx and choosing the thermoelastic form to be
linear: J = f (T) = 1 + 3aDT, where a is the linear thermal expansion
coefficient, we have:


1 þ 3aDT
e ð1 þ 3aDTÞ 2
e ¼ 0;
sxx ¼ m l 
þ
l2
2
l

in OR : (48)

Similarly, for the initial state we would have:


1
e 1 2
e0 ¼ 0;
sxx ¼ m l0  2 þ
l0
2 l0

8
e T
2 T
>
div½mF0  P0 FT
>
0  jF0 rx0 j F0
>
2
>
>
>
>
>
>
1
< þeðFT
0 rx0 Þ  ðC0 rx0 Þ ¼ 0

in OR ;

>
e T
>
2 T
>
½mF0  P0 FT
>
0  jF0 rx0 j F0
>
2
>
>
>
>
:
1
þeðFT
0 rx0 Þ  ðC0 rx0 Þn ¼ 0

on @OR ;

(44)

(

divðeJC1 rxf Þ ¼ re

in OR :

xf ¼ 0

on @OR ;

in OR ;

>
e
>
>
½mF  PJFT  JjFT rxj2 FT
>
>
2
>
>
>
>
:
þeJðFT rxÞ  ðC1 rxÞn ¼ 0

on @OR ;

where re represents a surface charge layer as shown in Fig. 4
and qOR represents the boundary electrodes. The solution to
eqn (43)–(46) can in general be quite complicated, even for the
simple geometry shown in Fig. 4. For the film illustrated in Fig. 4,
we assume that the thickness is much smaller than its width and
depth (both are set to be equal). These simplifications ensure that
the problem reduces to a 1-dimensional problem and that the
deformation and the polarization only depend on the coordinate
X and that the polarization is along the X direction throughout the
whole process of deformation or application of an electric field.
Defining the stretch in the X direction by l, the stretches in other
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(50)

l
is the stretch caused by temperature change which is
l0
1 + aDT for linear thermal expansion. Integrating the Maxwell
equation, eqn (8), over the thickness, yields:
8
0  d1 ¼ q1
>
>
>
<
d2  0 ¼ q2
>
>
>
:
d1  d2 ¼ q

(45)

(46)

l
l
¼ l0
L
l0

where

and
8
e
>
div½mF  PJFT  JjFT rxj2 FT
>
>
>
2
>
>
>
>
>
< þeJðFT rxÞ  ðC1 rxÞ ¼ 0

(49)

Denoting l0 = l0/L, we will get:
l¼

where the 0 index denotes the reference state. Upon changing the
boundary temperature T0 - Tb, using eqn (42), the final equilibrium state (uf,xf,Tb) is determined by

in OR :

(51)

where q, q1, and q2 are the charge density at the interface, and the
induced charge densities in the upper and lower surfaces, respectively. Here, and in what follows, index 1 (resp. 2) correspond to
the upper (resp. lower) layer. Since there is no difference in the
electric potential on the boundaries, according to the definition of
the spatial electric field we have:
e1l1 + e2l2 = 0

(52)

Combining eqn (51) and (52) with the definition of electric
displacement (di = eiei) results in
q1 ¼

qe1 l2
;
e1 l 2 þ e2 l 1

q2 ¼

qe2 l1
e1 l 2 þ e2 l 1

(53)

e1 ¼

ql2
;
e1 l 2 þ e2 l 1

e2 ¼

ql1
e1 l 2 þ e2 l 1

(54)

Substituting the electric field from eqn (54) and solving
eqn (48), we can find the stretches for diﬀerent directions for
each layer. The pyroelectric coeﬃcient can be defined by the
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Material properties of foam PP at room temperature18

Material property

Polypropylene foam18

Dielectric constant: e/e0
Elastic modulus: E (MPa)
Linear thermal expansion: a (K1)

1.23
2.2
1.2  103
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variation of induced electric charge at the electrodes with
respect to the temperature diﬀerence:18
p ¼
¼

dq1
dT
dq1 dl1 dq1 dl2
þ
dl1 dT dl2 dT

(55)

e2 l 2 

q
1 dl1 1 dl2
e l
¼  1 1 2

l1 dT l2 dT
e2 l 2
þ
e1 l 1
For the linear thermal expansion condition,

dl
¼ al0 . So
dT

we have:
e2 l02 ð1 þ a2 DT Þ


e1 l01 ð1 þ a1 DT Þ
a1
a2
p¼


e2 l02 ð1 þ a2 DT Þ 2 1 þ a1 DT 1 þ a2 DT
þ
e1 l01 ð1 þ a1 DT Þ
q

(56)

where l0 = Ll0 and l0 is obtained from eqn (49).
The dielectric constants of polymers usually range from 1 to 10,
and the thermal expansion coeﬃcients at room temperature
are 4  105 (K1) or higher.45,46 To present some benchmark
results, prior to a discussion on how to maximize pyroelectricity, we choose one layer to be polypropylene polymer foam,18
with properties recorded in Table 1, which is a typical material
used in electrets and a subject of several of the studies
referenced earlier. The emergent pyroelectric coeﬃcient
(normalized with respect to the coeﬃcient of the PZT oriented
thin films (3  104 C m2 K1)17) is plotted in Fig. 5. The
second layer’s elastic modulus** is set to be 0.7 MPa for Fig. 5a
and the dielectric ratio for Fig. 5b is set to be one. Both layers
have the same thickness 70 mm, a temperature diﬀerence of
10 1C is imposed and the electric charge density at the interface
is chosen to be a typical value of 0.002 C m2, which is in the
same order of magnitude as what Bauer and co-workers18 have
indicated in their fabrication of electrets. As evident and noted
in the experiments of Bauer and co-workers,18 the pyroelectric
eﬀect is rather weak.
Insights into optimizing pyroelectricity for two-layer thin
film electrets. While the benchmark results, in agreement with
the limited experimental data, indicate that the pyroelectric
** The constitutive models for large deformation in soft materials are usually
parametrized through the shear modulus. With the realization that some communities are more familiar with Young’s modulus E, we have cited that as a key
mechanical property in the paper and also later used it in Appendix D in the
linearized setting. We remark that E is just a factor of one third of m for an
incompressible material.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

Fig. 5 Eqn (56): variation of the normalized pyroelectric coeﬃcient with
respect to the value of the best well known pyroelectric material – the PZT
oriented thin film (3  104 C m2 K1).17 The pyroelectric coefficient is
plotted with respect to the ratio of thermal expansion coefficients for
the electret schematically shown in Fig. 4. The left panel shows the
effect of dielectric constant when the second layer’s elastic modulus
is set to be 0.7 MPa and the right panel shows the effect of the
elastic modulus when the dielectric ratio of the layers is one. In both
cases the first layer’s properties are the same as in Table 1. Both layers
have the same thickness (70 mm), and the electric charge density at the
interface and the temperature difference are 0.002 C m2 and 10 1C,
respectively.

response is weak in electrets, we now have the advantage of an
explicit analytical expression that may be interrogated to seek
guidelines on how to improve this eﬀect. Based on the study of
eqn (56), we conclude the following:
Increasing the embedded charge: the emergent pyroelectricity depends linearly on the embedded charge. However,
there are practical limitations on increasing the charge density
and accordingly, this insight may not be of much practical
significance.
Increase of thermal mismatch: the emergent pyroelectric
coeﬃcient depends linearly on the thermal mismatch: a1 – a2
and choosing materials that maximize this will improve the
response. We remark that although the pyroelectric coefficient
also depends on the applied temperature difference, this effect
is almost negligible under nearly all practical situations.
Thickness ratio: for the structure that we have investigated---a
two-layer thin film structure—we arrive at a rather idiosyncratic
insight that an optimum pyroelectric coeﬃcient is obtained if the
ratio of the dielectric constants of the layers is equal to the ratio of
the thickness.
In contrast to the emergent piezoelectric coeﬃcient of
electrets, the eﬀect of the layers’ elastic modulus is almost
negligible for pyroelectricity (Fig. 5b).
We utilize the insights recorded in the preceding paragraph
in Fig. 6 which presents the variation of the normalized
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capture the response of the emergent piezoelectricity of electret
foams.30
Integrating the Maxwell equation, eqn (8), over the thickness,
yields:
8
0  d1 ¼ q1
>
>
>
>
>
>
< d1  d2 ¼ q0
(57)
>
>
d2  d3 ¼ q0
>
>
>
>
:
d3  0 ¼ q2
where q0 (resp. q0) is the charge density on the upper (resp.
lower) internal surface, q1 (resp. q2) is the induced charge density
on the upper (resp. lower) electrode, and d1, d2, and d3 are the
electric displacements of the upper layer, void, and lower layer
respectively.
Fig. 6 Variation of the pyroelectric coeﬃcient normalized with respect to
the experimental value of Bauer and co-workers18 (2.5  107 C m2 K1)17
for the electret shown in Fig. 4. In that, e1 = e0, a1 = 1.2  103 K1, a2 =
4  105 K1, L1 = 70 mm, q = 0.002 C m2, DT = 10 1C, and both layers’
elastic modulus is 1 MPa.

pyroelectric coeﬃcient with respect to the thickness ratio for
diﬀerent ratios of the layers’ dielectric constants. We set the
dielectric constant and thickness of the first layer to be e1 = e0
and L1 = 70 mm respectively; both layers have the same elastic
modulus: 1 MPa. The electric charge density at the interface is
set to be q = 0.002 C m2 and the thermal expansion coeﬃcients
of layers are set to be a1 = 1.2  103 K1 and a2 = 4  105 K1.
Under the most ideal conditions suggested by our interpretation
of eqn (56), choosing materials with a high thermal expansion
mismatch and large electric charge at the interface can lead to a
higher pyroelectric response.

2.7

Pyroelectric coeﬃcient for the foam electret

For short-circuit boundary conditions, we have:
2Vp + Va = 0

Here and in what follows, subscripts a and p stand for void and
polymer respectively. This results in
ea ¼

q0 hp
;
e0 hp þ ep ha

ep ¼

q0 ha
e0 hp þ ep ha

(59)

and
q1 ¼ q2 ¼

ep q0 ha
e0 hp þ ep ha

(60)

The pyroelectric coeﬃcient is then obtained as:
p ¼

2.6 Porous cellular polymer film with charges deposited on
the void surfaces
In this section we derive the response of a polymer foam with
charges deposited on the upper and lower internal surfaces of
the voids. This is the most commonly fabricated and tested
configuration in experiments. The voids, which are much softer
than the bulk polymer, can be viewed as the second phase of
the composite. A triple layer model (shown in Fig. 7) is used to
approximately mimic the actual system. Past work has shown
that this simplified model replacement works quite well to

(58)

dq1 dq1 dla dq1 dlp
¼
þ
dT dla dT dlp dT

ep
q0 Ha Hp


0
0
ea
¼
2 lp la  la lp
ep
lp Hp þ la Ha
ea

(61)

where H denotes the reference thickness (before applying the
temperature diﬀerence), l is the stretch, and 0 denotes diﬀerentiation with respect to temperature. Substituting la = 1 + aaDT,
lp = 1 + apDT, la 0 = aa and lp 0 = ap, we have††
p ¼ q0

ep Hp aa ð1 þ ap DTÞ  ap ð1 þ aa DTÞ

2
ea Ha Hp
ep
ð1 þ ap DTÞ þ ð1 þ aa DTÞ
Ha
ea

(62)

In the experimental work,18 the precise temperature at
which the measurements were carried out was not indicated
(although we speculate that it was around room temperature).
Furthermore, the precise charge density in the experiments is
also not known (although, again, based on the emergent

Fig. 7 A simplified model for the porous cellular polymer electret with
opposite charges on the surfaces of voids.
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†† The diﬀerence between this kind of electret and a two-layer electret is that here
the reference dimensions are already known and there is no need to use eqn (42)
to find the reference stretches.
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Fig. 8 Variation of the pyroelectric coeﬃcient for the porous electret
shown in Fig. 7 with respect to the charge density at the interface. Here,
ep = 2.2e0, Hp = 26 mm, Ha = 44 mm, T = 25 1C, and DT = 10 1C.

piezoelectric response, an approximate range can be estimated). Accordingly, in order to compare our predictions with
experiments, in Fig. 8, we show the emergent pyroelectric
coeﬃcient of the porous electret with respect to the likely range
of charge density at the interface. Furthermore, we assume that
the void is an ideal gas at atmospheric pressure and T = 25 1C,
ep = 2.2e0, Ha = 44 mm, and Hp = 26 mm. Given these assumptions, our model provides reasonable agreement with the
experimental observations by Neugschwandtner et al.18
With the limited experimental validation at hand, and
using the insights recorded earlier, we can now consider
optimizing and designing a larger pyroelectric response
than what has been demonstrated experimentally. Using the
polymer property ranges stated in Section 5, Fig. 9 shows
how our model can be used to improve the pyroelectric
response by one order of magnitude over the experiments
by Neugschwandtner et al.18
2.8

Emergent electrocaloric behavior

To investigate the emergent electrocaloric behavior, we apply a
voltage diﬀerence to the adiabatic boundaries of the structure
considered in the previous section—shown in Fig. 10. We
assume that the system is initially maintained at zero voltage
diﬀerence (i.e., short circuit) and a constant temperature T0
without an external body force and traction. Using eqn (42), the
initial state (u0, x0, T0) is determined by

Fig. 9 Variation of the pyroelectric coeﬃcient with respect to temperature for the porous electret shown in Fig. 7. The polymer is polyimide with
ep = 2.8e0,45 ap = 4  105 K1,46 q = 0.002 C m2, and DT = 10 1C.

Upon applying a potential diﬀerence such that
V1  V2 = V,

we denote the final equilibrium state by (uf, xf, Tf). Again, using
eqn (42) the final state satisfies
8 h
e
T
T
2 T
>
>
> div mFf  Pf JFf  2JjFf rxf j Ff
>
>
>
>
>
1
>
>
in OR ;
þðFT
>
f rxf Þ  ðeJCf rxf Þ ¼ 0
>
>
>
h
>
>
< mF  P JFT  e JjFT rx j2 F T
f
f
f
f
f
2 f
>
>
>
>
1
>
on @OR ;
þðFT
>
f rxf Þ  ðeJCf rxf Þ n ¼ 0
>
>
>
>
>
>
in OR ;
divðeJCf1 rxf Þ ¼ re
>
>
>
>
:
xf ¼ V1 ðresp: V2 Þ
on fX ¼ L1 gðresp: fX ¼ L2 gÞ:
(65)
where re represents a surface charge layer as shown in Fig. 10
and the 0 (resp. f) index corresponds to the initial (resp. final)
state. We remark that the final state is completely determined
by eqn (65) once the final temperature Tf is determined. To
determine the final temperature in this process, from the first
law of thermodynamics we have

8
e T
T
1
2 T
>
div½mF0  P0 FT
>
0  jF0 rx0 j F0 þ F0 rx0  ðeC0 rx0 Þ ¼ 0
>
>
2
>
>
>
>
>
< ½mF  P FT  e jF T rx j2 FT þ ðFT rx Þ  ðeC 1 rx Þn ¼ 0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
>
>
>
>
>
divðeC01 rx0 Þ ¼ re
>
>
>
>
:
x0 ¼ 0

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

(64)

Uf  U0 = We,

(66)

in OR ;
on @OR ;

(63)

in OR ;
on fX ¼ L2 or L1 g:
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the stretch in the X direction by l, for the simple case shown in
Fig. 10, eqn (52) changes to: e1l1 + e2l2 = V. Combining with
eqn (51) we obtain:
q1 ¼

qe1 l2 þ e1 e2 V
;
e1 l2 þ e2 l1

Published on 09 November 2018. Downloaded by University of Houston on 1/2/2019 4:41:01 PM.

e1 ¼

Fig. 10 Voltage diﬀerence applied to the bilayer film structure with
embedded charge q at the interface (Fig. 1), and induced charges q1 and
q2 at the upper and lower surfaces. Adiabatic boundary conditions are
assumed. The dashed line shows the undeformed structure. L1 and L2
represent the reference thickness of each layer and l1 and l2 are the
thicknesses of the deformed structure.

where U is the internal energy of the system, and We is the
total work done to the system which, by eqn (15), can be
written as
ð
ð
W e ¼ Pext dt ¼
erxf  JCf1 rxf  C01 rx0 :
(67)
OR

In addition, from eqn (3), (37) and (38) we find that
S(F,P,T) = C(log T/T0 + 1) + 3Pa,

(68)

m
a
FðF; P; TÞ ¼ C0 þ CT þ ðI1  3Þ þ PjJ  1 þ 3aT0 j þ jPj2 :
2
2J
Therefore, using eqn (5) we find that
ð
m
½CðTf  T0 Þ þ I1f  I10
Uf  U0 ¼
2
OR

e
2
T
2
JjFT
f rxf j  jF0 rx0 j
2

 erxf  JCf rxf 

C01 rx0

¼ 0:
(70)

The final temperature Tf can be determined by solving
eqn (70) together with eqn (65). Again assuming that the
deformation and the polarization only depend on the coordinate X, the polarization is along the X direction and defining
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ql1  e1 V
e1 l 2 þ e2 l 1

(72)

e2 ¼

Eqn (48) together with eqn (70) and the substitution of P0 = m/l0
and P = m/l for the case that the layers’ width in directions other
than X is the same, yields


1
e1 1
e0 2 ¼ 0
(73a)
m1 l01  2 þ
2 l01 1
l01


1
e2 1
m2 l02  2 þ
e0 2 ¼ 0
2 l02 2
l02

(73b)

1 þ 3a1 DT
e1 1 þ 3a1 DT 2
Þþ
e1 ¼ 0;
2
l12
l1

(73c)



1 þ 3a2 DT
e2 1 þ 3a2 DT 2
e2 ¼ 0;
þ
m2 l2 
2
l22
l2

(73d)

m1 ðl1 



m1 L1
2ð1 þ 3a1 DTÞ
2
 l01 2 
l12 þ
l1
l01
2


m L2
2ð1 þ 3a2 DTÞ
2
l22 þ
 l02 2 
þ C2 L2 DT þ 2
2
l2
l02


e1
l1
e1  e01 þ ð1 þ 3a1 DTÞe12
 L1 e01 2  2
(73e)
2
l01


e2
l2
e2  e02 þ ð1 þ 3a2 DTÞe22
 L2 e02 2  2
2
l02




Tf T0
Tf T0


þ 3a2 m2 L2
¼0
þ 3a1 m1 L1
l1 l01
l2 l02

where e10 (resp. e20) represents the electric field in the reference
configuration across layer 1 (resp. layer 2) when the applied
voltage to the whole system is zero and DT denotes the temperature change. Solving the nonlinear set of equations eqn (73), we
can find the unknowns: l01, l02, l1, l2, and Tf.
In order to obtain a simple closed-form expression to
illustrate the basic form of the solution, an analytical solution
may be derived for a linearized model. The derivation of the
linearized model is recorded in Appendix D, and the final
answer (temperature change) with that assumption is:

þ PjJ  1 þ 3aT0 j  P0 ð3aT0 Þ

1

(71)

(69)

Inserting eqn (67) and (69) into eqn (66), we have
ð h
m
CðTf  T0 Þ þ I1f  I10
Uf  U0  W e ¼
2
OR

þ

qe2 l1  e1 e2 V
e1 l2 þ e2 l1

C1 L1 DT þ

and hence, taking into account eqn (4), the internal energy
density F can be written as

þ PjJ  1 þ 3aT0 j  P0 ð3aT0 Þ
i
e
2
T
2
:
þ JjFT
f rxf j  jF0 rx0 j
2

ql2  e2 V
;
e1 l2 þ e2 l1

q2 ¼

e1 2
e2 2
V1 þ
V2
2L1
2L2
Tf  T0 ¼
C1 L1 þ C2 L2 þ ða12 E1 L1 þ a22 E2 L2 ÞT0

(74)

where V1 (resp. V2) denotes the voltage diﬀerence across the
1st (resp. 2nd) layer. To generate numerical results, we assume
that the two layers are polyethylene and polyproplene, with
material properties given in Table 2, and the electric charge
density at the interface is assumed to be 0.001 C m2.
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Table 2 Material properties of polyproplene (PP) and polyethylene (PE) at
room temperature

Material property
45,47
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Dielectric constant e/e0
Elastic modulus E (GPa)48
Mass density r (kg m3)49,50
Specific heat C ( J kg1 K1)51
Thermal expansion a (K1)50,52

PP

PE

2.2
1.09
905
1900
104

2.3
1.6
940
1800
2.48  104

The temperature change of the electret with respect to the
voltage applied to the system for both linear and nonlinear
solutions is presented in Fig. 11.
As evident in Fig. 11, the linearized approximation adequately captures the nonlinear numerical predictions, which
are large enough compared to other electrocaloric materials.53
The two insights from eqn (74) are as follows:
Using materials with lower specific heat will lead to a
stronger electrocaloric eﬀect.
The eﬀect of mechanical properties, charge density and
thermal expansion is weaker in the case of the electrocaloric
eﬀect (as opposed to pyroelectricity) but in general, softer is
better and a smaller thermal coeﬃcient favors a stronger
electrocaloric eﬀect.
2.9 Porous cellular polymer film with charges deposited on
the void surfaces
By applying a potential diﬀerence of V to the electret shown in
Fig. 7, we have
2Vp + Va = V

(75)

and
q0 hp þ ep V
ea ¼
e0 hp þ ep ha

q0 ha þ e0 V
and ep ¼
e0 hp þ ep ha

(76)

Pursuing the same procedure as for eqn (73), we obtain‡‡

‡‡ Since the average Young’s modulus of the whole structure is much lower than
the polymer without voids, it is reasonable to assume that the deformation in the
polymer layers is negligible in comparison to the pores30 (and lp = 1 + apDT E 1).
Then, for the stress-free boundary condition, we will have


Ha
1 þ 3aa DT
e0 ð1 þ 3aa DTÞ 2
sx ¼
þ
m la 
ea ¼ 0
(77)
2
la
la
Hp þ Ha
2
and eqn (70) will simplify to


Ha2 m
2ð1 þ 3aa DTÞ
3
la2 þ
2ðHp þ Ha Þ
la


Ha2 m
Tf
þ 6mp Hp ap DT þ 3aa
 T0
Hp þ Ha la



Ha
1
e0 1
m l0a  2 þ
e0 2 ¼ 0
l0a
Hp þ Ha
2 l0a a
mp l0p 

1
l0p 2

!
þ

(78)

ea
 Ha e0a 2  2la ea  e0a þ ð1 þ 3aa DTÞea2
2
ep
 Hp e0p 2  2ep  e0p þ ð1 þ 3ap DTÞep2 ¼ 0
2
where m is the average shear modulus of the foam. Solving eqn (77) together with
eqn (78), we will get the two unknowns: la and DT.

(79a)

ep 1
e0 2 ¼ 0
2 l0p p

(79b)



Ha
1 þ 3aa DT
e0 1 þ 3aa DT 2
þ
m la 
ea ¼ 0;
la2
la
Hp þ Ha
2

(79c)



1 þ 3ap DT
ep 1 þ 3ap DT 2
þ
mp lp 
ep ¼ 0;
2
lp2
lp

(79d)



Ha2
2ð1 þ 3aa DTÞ
2
 l0a 2 
m la2 þ
la
l0a
2 Hp þ Ha


e0
la
 Ha e0a 2  2 ea  e0a þ ð1 þ 3aa DTÞea2
2
l0a
þ Ca Ha þ Cp Hp DT
mp Hp
2ð1 þ 3ap DTÞ
2
þ
lp2 þ
 l0p 2 
lp
l0p
2

!

(79e)




Ha2 m
Tf T0
þ 3 ap mp Hp þ aa

la l0a
Hp þ Ha
ep
lp
ep  e0p þ 1 þ 3ap DT ep2
 Hp e0p 2  2
2
l0p

Ca Ha þ Cp Hp DT þ
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Fig. 11 Temperature diﬀerence with respect to the voltage applied to the
system schematically shown in Fig. 10. The materials are polypropylene
and polyethylene at room temperature with material properties recorded
in Table 2 and the electric charge density at the interface is 0.002 C m2.

!
¼0

We considered the void specific heat as Ca = 1 kJ kg1 K1
and based on experimental data reported in ref. 30, we set the
average elastic modulus to be E = 0.8 MPa, Ha = 38 mm, Hp = 32 mm,
q0 = 0.001 C m2, and ep = 2.35e0. Fig. 12 shows the variation of the
temperature diﬀerence with respect to the voltage diﬀerence
applied to the foam electret.
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and hence

e0
rx  JC1 rx ¼ e0 J F_
2



1
 ðFT rxÞ  ðC1 rxÞ  jFT rxj2 FT :
2
(A.2)
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Therefore,
i
d he0
rx  JC1 rx
dt 2
¼

e0 
rx JC1 rx
2
þ

Fig. 12 Temperature diﬀerence with respect to the voltage applied to the
system schematically shown in Fig. 7. The electret is initially at room temperature, the polymer is polypropylene with Cp = 1920 J kg 1 K1, rp =
904 kg m3, ap = 8  105 K1, mp = 400 MPa, E = 0.8 MPa, ep = 2.35e0,
Hp = 32 mm, Ha = 38 mm, aa = 3.4  103 K1, Ca = 1000 J kg1 K1, ra =
1.2 kg m3 and the electric charge density at the interface is 0.001 C m2.

3 Concluding remarks
Soft pyroelectrics and electrocaloric materials are not readily
available. The most common pyroelectric materials are hard
crystalline ceramics or at best weakly responsive polymers like
PVDF. In this work, we have created a general framework to model
emergent pyroelectricity and electrocaloric behavior in electrets.
Using a simplified illustrative model of layered as well as foam
electrets, we have presented several insights into how soft pyroelectric and electrocaloric materials may be designed. Specifically,
we are able to validate our model with respect to the limited
experimental data available in the literature as well as design an
order of magnitude larger pyroelectric response than what has
been obtained so far. In addition, a non-trivial electrocaloric eﬀect
is predicted for the first time in the context of soft electrets.

¼

_
¼ RMW  F_ þ rx  F1 P_  rx  D:
By the divergence theorem, we conclude that
ð
d
_
E¼
RMW  F_ þ ðFT rxÞ  P_ þ xdivD
dt
OR
ð
_  n:
xD

B More general dissipation mechanisms
Our framework can be used to address broad non-equilibrium
processes upon postulating a more general dissipation function. For example, to address the energy dissipation associated
with the viscosity and the evolution of polarization, we may
postulate that (g = rT)
:
:
G = G0(g,F,P,T) + G1(F,F,P,T) + G2(P,F,P,T),
and that Gi (i = 0, 1, 2) are analytic functions with respect to
their first argument and satisfy
Gi(,F,P,T) Z Gi(0,F,P,T) = 0.

G0(g,F,P,T) = gRg(g,F,P,T),
where Rm may be referred to as the dissipative force associated
with the particular dissipation mechanism (due to the quantity m).
Then using eqn (22) and in parallel to eqn (26), we have


ð 
@C
ðdivRtot þ be Þ  x_ þ
þ FT rx  RP_  P_
@P
OR
(B.1)

 ð
1
ðRtot n  te Þ  u_ b ¼ 0;
þ
 G0 þ q  rT
T
@OR

Appendices
d
E
dt
First, by the chain rule we find that
Calculation of

d 1
_ 1 ;
¼  F1 FF
F
dt

where

_
_ ¼ JFT  F;
J_ ¼ JTrðF1 FÞ

_ 1 ;
 JC1 F_ T FT þ JðFT  FÞC
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(A.3)

@OR

There are no conflicts to declare.

d
_ 1
ðJC1 Þ ¼  JF1 FC
dt


 
e0 
rx
_ þ F1 P
rx JC1 rx þ
 D
2
2

Since () - Gi(,F,P,T) is analytic, we can always rewrite it as

Conflicts of interest

A

e0
d
rx  ½JC1 rx
2
dt

(A.1)

Rtot ¼

@C
þ RMW þ RF_
@F

is the total stress including the contribution from the viscosity.
We now repeat the argument from eqn (25)–(30), and conclude
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the following local equations:
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8
divRtot ¼ be
>
>
>
>
>
>
< @C
þ FT rx  RP_ ¼ 0
@P
>
>
>
>
>
>
: T d @C  re þ divq ¼ 0;
dt @T

in OR ;
in OR ;
q ¼ TRg

(B.2)

in OR :

From (B.2), we see that the physical model for the system is
completely prescribed once we specify the free energy function
C and dissipation function G. We have seen one example of
such a model concerning the coupling of elasticity, electrostatics and thermal transport (cf., eqn (37) and (39)). The reader
is invited to verify that several well-known dissipative models
may be recovered from these equations e.g. the classical Stokes
flow for an incompressible fluid. We give here a simple example
related to micromagnetics. In the absence of elasticity (rx  I)
and setting
C = aex|rP|2 + fan(P) + K(|P|  1)2,
G0 = G1 = 0,

:
G2 = k|P|2,

then in the limit K - +N, we should impose the constraint
P = 1 and (B.2)2 should be replaced by
:
P  (Eeﬀ + kP) = 0,
(B.3)
@
f ðPÞ. In addition, taking into
@P an
account the kinetic energy and in the context of micromagnetics,
eqn (B.3) recovers the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation describing the relaxation of Larmor precession of the magnetization.54

where Eeff ¼ aex DP  rx 

C Extension of the model to account for stray electric fields
outside the specimen
Many geometries of practical interest, e.g. parallel plate or
interdigitated electrodes, leave exposed parts of the boundary
of the specimen. Since a vacuum is also a dielectric medium,
the exposed surfaces allow so-called stray electric fields to be
present in a vacuum. As the vacuum fields contain energy, it
can be important to account for them. We briefly describe the
extension of the model to this setting.
The starting point is that the electrical energy E in eqn (10)
now uses an integration over all of space rather than only the
specimen Ot:
E½x; P ¼

ð
R3

e0
jrx xj2
2

the interface conditions on the surface of the body exposed to
vacuum, and eﬃcient ways to solve the electrostatic Gauss
equation in all of space, are discussed in e.g. ref. 55 and 56.
We can follow very closely the approach described in ref. 57
to find the resulting field equations. The resulting equations
diﬀer from eqn (42) only in that eqn (42)2 will now be posed
over all of space with the appropriate boundary and interface
conditions, and that e in there will be a function of position:
e = e0 in vacuum.
D

Linearized electrocaloric behavior

In the regime of small strain and a moderately small electric
field in the sense that H := F  I

j Hj

P
Ps

2

Z

1;

(D.1)

where Ps is some benchmark polarization for nondimensionalization. Then the constitutive behaviors of the body can be well
captured by expanding the free energy function C with respect
to (F,P) and truncating at O(Z2)-terms:
CðF; P; TÞ ¼ CðI; 0; TÞ  ðT  T0 Þb  H
1
1
þ H  CH þ P  vP þ H  MðP  PÞ;
2
2

(D.2)

where (all derivatives are evaluated at (F,P,T) = (I,0,T))
b¼

@C
;
@F

C¼

@2C
;
@F@F

v¼

@2C
;
@P@P

M¼

1 @3C
; (D.3)
2 @F@P@P

 2 
@C
@ C
and F 
P terms have to vanish in the
@P
@F@P
expansion (D.2) because of isotropy. C(I,0,T) = C0  CT log T/T0.
Also, we identify C as the fourth-order elasticity tensor, v the
second-order susceptibility tensor, b the second-order tensor
related to thermal stress/strain, and M the fourth-order electrostriction tensor. Since the material is isotropic, using eqn (32)
and (33) we infer that all second-order tensors have to be
proportional to the identity tensor:
and the P 

^
(v,b) = (w,b)I,

(D.4)

and the fourth-order tensors C, M have to satisfy that for any
(H,P) A R33  R3,

(C.1)
CH ¼ mðH þ HT Þ þ lðTrHÞI;

Along with this, the electrostatic Gauss equation governing
the electric field is also posed on all of space, i.e., eqn (8)
now reads:
divx(e0rxx + P/J) = re/J in R3

(C.2)

The quantities P and re are defined only in OR and are set to
0 in vacuum. The typical boundary conditions in all of space,

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

1
MðP  PÞ ¼  wjPj2 I;
2

(D.5)

where m, l are the familiar Lamé constants, and the second
equation follows from the assumption that the dielectric constant is independent of deformation gradient (see Remark 2,
Liu and Sharma58). With the same assumptions as made in
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Section 2 and keeping only the leading order terms in eqn (31),
from (D.1) we obtain the governing equation for (u,x,T):
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8
e
^
>
div½Cru þ bDTI
þ Tðrx  rxÞ ¼ be
>
>
2
>
<
> divðerxÞ ¼ re
>
>
>
: _
^ u_ ¼ re þ divðkrTÞ
C T þ T bdiv

OR

in OR ;
in OR ;

(D.6)

e
þ ðjrxf j2  jrx0 j2 Þ
2
1
1
þ ðruf Þ  Cðruf Þ  ðru0 Þ  Cðru0 Þ
2
2

in OR ;

where the fourth-order tensor T is the special case of C in (D.5)
with m = l = 1. The reader is referred to Liu and Sharma58 for
more technical details.
For the electrocaloric response, assume the system is
initially maintained at zero voltage diﬀerence (i.e., short
circuit) and a constant temperature T0 without an external
body force and traction. From (D.6), the initial state (u0,x0,T0)
is determined by
8
h
i
e
>
div Cru0 þ Tðrx0  rx0 Þ ¼ 0
>
>
>
2
>
>
>
h
i
>
>
e
< Cru þ Tðrx  rx Þ n ¼ 0
0
0
0
2
>
>
>
>
>
> divðerx0 Þ ¼ re
>
>
>
:
x0 ¼ 0

Therefore, from eqn (5) we find that
ð h
^ 0 r  ðuf  u0 Þ
Uf  U0 ¼
CðTf  T0 Þ þ bT

(D.10)

1
 ðe  e0 Þjrxf j2 r  uf
2

1
þ ðe  e0 Þjrx0 j2 r  u0 :
2
Inserting (D.9) and (D.10) into eqn (66) and neglecting O(Z2)terms according to the scaling assumption (D.1), we find
that
ð h
^ 0 r  ðuf  u0 Þ
0 ¼ Uf  U0  W e
CðTf  T0 Þ þ bT
OR

i
e
 ðjrðxf  x0 Þj2 Þ :
2

in OR ;

(D.11)

on @OR ;
in OR ;
on fx ¼ L2 or L1 g;
(D.7)

where re represents a surface charge layer as shown in Fig. 10.
Upon applying a potential diﬀerence such that V1  V2 = V,
again from (D.6) the final state satisfies
8
h
i
>
^ f  T0 ÞI þ e Tðrxf  rxf Þ ¼ 0
div Cruf  bðT
>
>
>
2
>
>
>
i
>h
>
e
< Cru  bðT
^ f  T0 ÞI þ Tðrxf  rxf Þ n ¼ 0
f
2
>
>
>
>
divðerx
Þ
¼
r
>
f
e
>
>
>
>
:
xf ¼ V1 ðresp: V2 Þ on fx ¼ L1 gðresp: fx ¼ L2 gÞ:

in OR ;

Solving (D.11) together with (D.7) and (D.8) for 1-D
reduces to
8
e1 e2 V ð2qL2  e2 VÞ
>
>
 a1 ðTf  T0 Þ ¼ 0;
ðl1  1Þ 
>
>
2E1 ðe1 L2 þ e2 L1 Þ2
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
e1 e2 V ð2qL1 þ e1 VÞ
>
>
< ðl2  1Þ þ
 a2 ðTf  T0 Þ ¼ 0:
2E2 ðe1 L2 þ e2 L1 Þ2
>
>
>
>
ðC1 L1 þ C2 L2 ÞðTf  T0 Þ þ a1 E1 L1 T0 ðl1  1Þ þ a2 E2 L2 T0 ðl2  1Þ
>
>
>
>
>
 2
 2
>
>
e
V1
e2
V2
>
>
:  1 L1
 L2
¼0
2
L1
2
L2
(D.12)

on @OR ;
in OR :

(D.8)

To use the first law of thermodynamics according to
eqn (66), we compute the total work done to the system using
eqn (15)

where E stands for the material’s elastic modulus. Neglecting
the eﬀect of electric field on the thickness (as it is comparably
small for linear regions) we obtain:
e1 2
e2 2
V1 þ
V2
2L1
2L2
Tf  T0 ¼
C1 L1 þ C2 L2 þ ða12 E1 L1 þ a22 E2 L2 ÞT0

(D.13)
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e

ð

W ¼ Pext dt ¼

ð

erxf  rðxf  x0 Þ;

(D.9)

OR

and the internal energy density F may be written as
^ 0 TrH þ 1 H  CH þ 1 P  vP
FðF; P; TÞ ¼ C0 þ CT þ bT
2
2
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